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Fans of Melody Carlson, Rachel Hauck, Robin Jones Gunn, and Jenny B. Jones will surely love The

Miracle Girls!Riley McGee knows what everyone thinks: that sheâ€™s Little Miss Perfect. But all

they see is her blonde hair, the cheerleading skirt, and the good grades. But nothing could be

farther from the truth. Itâ€™s senior year at Marina Vista and Riley is barely keeping her head above

water. Her older boyfriend Tom is acting fishy. Again. Ms. Moore is trying to remove her younger

brother from Marina Vista because his Aspergerâ€™s is holding him back. And never mind that

Riley has no idea where she wants to go to collegeâ€”no matter how many times her mother hands

her the Harvard application.And just when she needs The Miracle Girls the most, their relationship is

straining under the prospect of a future without each other. Even church, once a place of refuge,

becomes a battleground as a new pastor treats a friend unfairly. Is God really still out

there?Eventually Riley realizes she has to stop playing the role of Little Miss Perfect and stand up

for whatâ€™s right. She has to find a way to keep the Miracle Girls togetherâ€”no matter what--and

hold onto her faltering faith. Oh, and figure out her future. No small task for senior year!The Miracle

Girls is a four-book young adult fiction series. The novels focus around four very different girls, each

living out her faith in the modern world.
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This book is awesome. This series of the 4 books was worth reading from the beginning. I

recommend these books. Well written. You feel like you are in the story.Read all 4 books from book

one to four.

I enjoyed reading this series of books. It shows the ups and downs of a close group of high school

girls.Each book has the view point of one of the girls high school experience. The last book sums up

what the girls life will be like after they graduate from their high school. A good read for girls in

middle to high school.

My 15 year old read them and said they were pretty good. She didn't rave about them or love them,

but "liked" them.

This is book 4 in the series and it was so good that I got it done in a day and a half. Didn't want to

put it down. Buy the whole series at one time, trust me you won't be disappointed I wish there was

more.

I spend a lot of time looking for books for my 11 year old girl to read...she wants them to be "in" and

not from the olden days....I want of course for them to be appropriate and morally good and YEA we

both win with these series...please write more, we can not wait!!

I'm not very good at writing a review, but just had to say a little something about this book.Couldn't

put Love Will Keep Us Together down.Every chapter made me want to read more.Truly love is the

bond that keeps friends and family together.I recommend the whole Miracle Girl series to my

friends.Anne Dayton is an awesome author.

Love Will Keep Us Together by Anne Dayton & May Vanderbilt is the fourth and final book in the

Miracle Girls series. Riley McGee, Supergirl, finally gets to carry her own title. Readers have seen

her through the eyes of her friends, now she can tell her own story. At the beginning of her senior

year, the pressure is finally starting to weigh her down. Her parents have dreams of her attending

Harvard. Her friends want to go to USC with them, but Riley has no idea what she wants to do with



her life. Ex-boyfriend Tom reappears wanting to rekindle their romance, but fellow youth group

member Ben strikes something in Riley that she didn't even know existed. Senior year is a tough

time for any teen, but it's incredibly difficult for Riley who has always achieved perfection. Straight

As, cheerleader, and she takes good care of her brother Mike who has Asperger's. She's never

really had a chance to need anyone or ask for help, so when Riley faces the confusion and fears of

moving to adulthood, she has no one to turn to. Riley was hard to relate to in the previous books;

she always came across as Miss Perfect, so seeing her heartache and pain makes her very

sympathetic for teens and their moms. She's also struggling with faith and church in a way that

many will relate to as well. I am truly sad to see the end of the Miracle Girls, but the authors end it

just right.

Oh high school. Boy am I glad those days are over. There was so much I hated about high school -

the drama, the worrying about whether I was part of the "in crowd" and all those silly boys. Plus

there's all the worrying about what you're going to do next in life, trying to get into the right college,

and choosing the right path so that you will have a good job and career. It's a rough time and I have

felt that the Miracle Girls series have perfectly portrayed this tough and memorable point in one's

life.In this book, we finally get the story from Riley's POV. She's been a character that I've found

intriguing since the beginning of the story. Outside she puts up a front as a cheerleader who has it

all together with her looks, her smarts, and her boyfriend. Inside however she's weak and fragile

and worrying about her younger brother who has autism. Throughout the book is Riley's struggle

between the two worlds and how she tries to fit in both of them. There is a great deal about dealing

with a child with autism in the book which I found educational and enlightening. Also as well is the

four friends trying to figure out their future. I could easily relate to trying to keep the old gang

together and the finally realizing we have to all split up and go our own ways.I am so glad that Anna

finally mellowed out in this book. While I like her character, she has just drove me nuts throughout

the series about her grades. I totally understand her drive to be no. 1 in the class and to get good

scholarships, but it was ruining her relationship with her friends. Riley's final outcome, while a bit

unexpected considering where she stood in the class, is something that is quite normal in high

schools these days. Sometimes you just need a couple of years to figure out what you want next in

life.While I really enjoyed the book, I'm not sure I'm a fan of the cover. I only say this because the

girls represented on the cover don't seem to match up with the descriptions of the characters

throughout the books. The girl that is supposed to represent Riley seems shorter and more

muscular than what I expected a cheerleader like Riley to be. Other than this little qualm, I loved the



book. I have enjoyed the series from the beginning and am really sad to see the series end. I know I

say this about a lot of books but I really felt as if I connected with the characters and have watched

them grow. Reading this series brought back many memories of high school (both the good and

bad) and made me wish that I could either relive or change things I had done back then.I really hope

Anne and May will have a new book coming out in the future. As a huge fan of their writing I have

read all their books and won't know what to do now that there is no new book in the future! If you

are a fan of YA lit and of Christian fiction that tells things like how they really are or even want a trip

back to your high school days, the Miracle Girls series are the perfect books for you. This is a series

I always recommend and will probably always will. HIGHLY recommended.BTW when you read the

book, be sure to check out the acknowledgments page. I was SOOO geeked to see it!
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